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  Top quality wood burning stoves direct to you at trade prices. 

  Speedy delivery.   Long guarantees.   Hundreds of 5 star reviews.

Ottawa 5kw 
DEFRA APPROVED 80% efficient, Contemporary Woodburning Stoves Multi Fuel. 5 YEAR GUARANTEE

Brand:Ottawa
Product Code: Ecosy+ Ottawa 5kw -DEFRA
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DEFRA APPROVED 80% efficient, Ottawa 5kw Contemporary Woodburning Stoves
Multi Fuel. 5 YEAR GUARANTEE

About the Stove

This Ecosy+ brand is designed and built by Stove World and is
available only from us and a few carefully-selected stockists. The
Ottawa is an advanced, clean burning stove that is built to last for
years. This wood burning / multi-fuel stove is wonderfully hand
constructed and blends traditional styling with modern efficiency.
The Ottawa is made from thick steel plate and is designed to
stand the test of time. Clean lines make it suitable for a wide
range of decor, styles and tastes. The stove is a multi-fuel stove
that will deliver a reliable source of heat with an accurate degree
of control. 

DEFRA Approved

We have recently had the stove put through rigorous CE and
smoke control tests here in the UK at Kiwa Gastec. We are glad to
say the stove has passed with flying colours and due to the stoves
new tertiary air system it is running at over 80% efficient. This will
save the user a lot of money over the years. To top it off the stove
has also passed a tough DIN+ particle test that will soon be
required for all stoves in the UK. This stove is completely future
proofed and an absolute bargain at the price advertised.

This version of the Ottawa 5 has been rigorously tested and
approved to burn wood and smokeless coal in a smoke controlled
zone. Fitted with a mechanical stop to prevent secondary air
closure beyond the 31mm open position. A 5" flue liner can be
fitted onto this stove. When ordering over the phone please
specify that you require the DEFRA version. If not you may be
sent the non DEFRA unit. 

Clean Burn System

The Ottawa has an advanced tertiary clean burn system that is
controled by a chrome pull leaver on the base of the stove. This
leaver opens and closes a vent that pulls air over the fire, re
burning the initial smoke emitted by the stove. This makes the
stove a lot more efficient and eco friendly saving you a large
amount on fuel costs.

5 Year Guarantee

(This covers the stoves body and not the internal perishable parts
like grates and fir bricks.) Guarantee is activated when the stove is
invoiced. 6 digit number on the top of each invoice is the warranty
number.For stove to be covered it must be installed by a HETAS
engineer.

Overnight Burn

Close the stove right down overnight and in the morning just add a
little coal or wood and watch the fire roar again.

Stove Features

Heat Output : 5Kw
Pre-heated airwash system: Yes
Outlet : 5" (125mm) top and rear
Over night burn : Yes, Very efficient and easy to achieve
Heat resistant glass: Yes, German Schott glass
Efficiency : 80%+
Multifuel, with ash riddle : Yes
Airwash : Yes
Clean burn : Yes
Steel : Yes
Approvals : EN Approved, CE approved
Guarantee : 5 year
Firebricks : Both sides lined with stone bricks and the back
with cast iron plate.
Bits and bobs : Ash pan tool, Oven glove, Ash pan, Full
manual
Bafle plate : Yes
Spare parts available : Yes
70 KG

Stove Construction

Body - 10mm thick steel top and 5mm thick steel plate sides. 
Grate - Includes a virgin ore cast iron ash riddling gratE 
Fire brick - Stone

Why is a mechanical stop added?

This is to prevent full closing down of the stove. A fully closed
down stove burns less efficiently, emitting more smoke particles.
This addition combats that issue and allows it to be installed in
smoke control areas.

Why Are We So Cheap?

This is a common question we get asked and understand why
people will sometimes wonder how it can be done so cheap. We
design a large amount of our products and they come direct from
our factory to us. This completely cuts out any middle men. We
can stock over 2500 stoves at any one time and ship direct to the
end user with no showrooms. We always suggest prospective
buyers take a look at our glowing feedback that currently has over
7000 positive comments on our stoves and stove products.
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DEFRA APPROVED 80% efficient, Ottawa 5kw Contemporary Woodburning Stoves
Multi Fuel. 5 YEAR GUARANTEE

Stove Fittings

Fittings Chrome fittings and long handle for easy use and leverage

Baffle Plate Steel baffle plate

Stove Accessories

Accessories Ash pan/oven glove/tool/manual

Stove Features

Burn Length Deep overnight burn

Legs Fixed

Grate Cast iron multi-fuel grate for wood and smokeless coal

Efficiency 80%+ efficient "Huge saving on bills" Slow Burn (Efficient)

Cleaning Pre heated airwash system

Seals Heat resistant fire rope seals

Stove Dimensions

Height 560mm - 22 inches

Width 390mm - 15.3 inches

Depth 330mm - 13 inches

Distance from back of stove to centre of top flue outlet 125mm - 5 inches

Distance from floor to centre of rear flue outlet 460mm - 18 inches

Outlets 5" top and rear flue collar included

Power 5kw

Alan Danbury 04/01/2017

Thanks stoveworld for the ottawa 5kw deffra approved stove packed brilliantly and is of the highest quality , it has provided a good focal point for my room
had my stove installed by alan Danbury Fires Ltd wallington who done an excellent job! at reasonable price.

    

L smith 06/11/2016

Bought this stove after looking in show room after show room and was a little sceptical of the low price, however no dissapointment it's a fab stove for the
money solid and easy to use it gets so warm my son leaves the room and I was thinking of getting the 7kw so glad I didn't would highly recommend and tell
anyone not to waste their money on high priced showroom burners as this does what it's says and looks really nice too

    

Caroline Part 18/06/2016

I bought this stove for 2 reasons... 1: the simple, contemporary design the and large window - I want to see those flames! 2: The cost, I had a very limited
budget! I was slightly nervous as it is such a low priced stove compared to most others on the market, but those concerns have gone completely out the
window. It is a great stove, which pumps out the heat and looks fantastic to boot. The instructions for the first few lights are very clear and helpful, and now I
have got it up and running I couldn't be happier. The service from Stove world was great too, no complaints about that at all.

    

 All stoves and accessories delivered in two to three days.
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